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WHERE WE ARE NOW

We are at the highest point we've been since 2002. Congratulations to everyone!
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Our mission is to
break the chains
of injustice and
bring freedom to
people's lives,
through the
transformational
culture of the
kingdom, to every
nation, for every
nation.
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FROM OUR
FOUNDER
It gives me great pleasure to introduce you to our very first
annual report for MVMNT Co. So much has happened since
our launch in October 2020 and when I look back on 2020-21, I
am amazed at how much we have achieved together and the
impact on the communities and people we aim to support
through our programmes.

MVMNT was birthed out of three co-founders that were united 
with one vision. To end injustice in our lifetime. It is a big vision, but one we still
believe today and are passionate about seeing happen. Our mandate from then on
was to provide support to families and communities, to break the chains of injustice,
through bringing a culture of the Kingdom of Jesus Christ, which we believe to be
transformational in any walk of life, in order for people to see freedom in their lives.
When we look at a snapshot of 2020-21 for MVMNT and see a figure of 300 people
that have received the support through our programmes and partnerships, it brings
joy to my heart to see that these communities are getting the justice and freedom
that they need in their lives. However, this isn't just about numbers. It is so much
more than that. These are people who have been without. These are people who
have felt like society have forgotten them. These are people without hope. It isn't
about numbers, for every single life that receives an element of freedom, makes
everything we do worth it. When we focus on the one, rather than a corporate
number, we take it personally, and we can try to see the injustice in the eyes of that
individual. It is only at that point, that we can begin to comprehend the desperation
and need they have. Once we truly see someone, we can support and guide them
out of a place of darkness and bring them into the light and offer hope. This past
year, this has been in the form of supporting families with basic groceries during the
pandemic, or supporting with other basic essentials. Something you and I may take
for granted.

This year, we also welcomed Moldova as our second nation for MVMNT Co and I
have been humbled by the projects and partnerships with the evangelical churches
in the country, as we see so many of the children and adolescents build up their
confidence again post-pandemic.

My thanks goes to all of the volunteers, teams, partnership organisations across
both nations. Without your support, we would not have seen the incredible impact to
people's lives like we have this past year. I look forward to continuing the good work
we have started, and I am excited to see what 2022 brings.

And finally, my thanks goes to you, our supporters. Without the financial provision
and your generous donations, we could not do what we do. I really hope that this
annual report inspires you and hope that you will continue to
partner with us in 2022.

Travis Kitchen
Director & Founder
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MVMNT IN
INDIA
The beginning of the MVMNT story began in partnership with a
team in South India. Since then, we have seen the need and
the support for the communities here grow.

Survivors' Sports Academy:
This project started in 2020 with a team working in
partnership with MVMNT Co. From day one, our team have
been witnessing amazing things in the community. Initially, the

project was only focused on 20 children in the village, particularly those at risk of
bonded labour and abuse. Since then, the number of children enrolled in the
program has crossed 50. We are having 45 children regularly participating in this
program and we are seeing incredible growth and development in their social skills,
emotions and handling healthy competitive sports.
The goal of the program is to prevent vulnerable children from school dropouts,
arranged child marriages, child labour and drug addictions.

COVID-19 Relief:
Poverty doubled in India in 2020, a lot of which was as a result of the 
impact of Covid-19. India's second wave of Covid-19 infections had 
made the economic situation a lot worse, with nearly 400 million 
Indian daily wage and migrant workers facing the risk of falling 
deeper into destitution because of the onslaught of Covid-19 and 
the economic crisis that followed.
In partnership with MVMNT Co, our team was on the ground, 
supporting key vulnerable families in communities with groceries and 
other basic needs for those who were economically impacted due to the pandemic.
This program supported 33 families across 7 villages in India, with the number of
beneficiaries reaching 132.

Toilet Renovation:
One village in India had no working toilet or washing facilities, and this was causing a
number of issues for the community living in that village. It was compromising safety
for women, increasing diseases and reducing a quality of life. In partnership with
MVMNT Co, our team renovated 6 simple pit or pour-flush toilets that enabled the
separation of human waste with people, drastically reducing diseases being spread
in communities and schools. It has also provided safety and dignity for women,
giving them a place so they no longer need to expose themselves or wait until it is         
dark. Along with the toilets, we have constructed a bathing and laundry area. As a
result of this renovation, over 40 women and children will be protected from disease,
sexual harrassment and will mean children will not resort to skipping school.

There is so much to be thankful for in the past year and the improvement in people's
lives in India. There is still much more that needs to be done, 
and hope you join us as we bring justice to the nation of India.

Kamal Raj
Operational Lead - India
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MVMNT IN
MOLDOVA
MVMNT launched in Moldova in October 2021, and we have
seen an incredible response since our launch trailer those few
months ago.
Since then, we launched a project to help young girls and
adolescents, from the village of Sipoteni in the Calarasi 

district of Moldova. These girls are from socially vulnerable families with a low level
of education and low employment. A lot of these girls have come from difficult
backgrounds and as a result are left uninspired. 
The aim of this project is to teach them some skills with some materials and crafts,
as well as build up healthy relationships with others in the village.

Covid-19 has been a big impact on the confidence of a lot of children and
adolescents in Moldova, with so much learning and working moving to online and
distancing measures in place. Running this program has helped nearly 15 children
build up their confidence and craft skills, and helped the community feel slightly less
distanced from each other.

Working in partnership with the local churches, the children have been listening to
scripture teachings and inspiring messages and have seen them open up during this
time. So much so, the children have started getting involved in the services of a local
church, with programs and songs and as a result, we have really seen these children
become their better selves, and we are believing that we will continue to see them
flourish. 

Moldova is a religious country, with the country primarily part of the Orthodox
Church. Despite the strong presence of the church, faith in the country and
communities is usually only nominal and means adherence to traditions, rather than
relationship.
I truly believe that Moldova needs discipleship and community, and we are believing
that it is good land for the good news of the Gospel to be shared with the

communities here and see the culture
transformed.

There are further villages and communities
that we are looking to reach out to in 2022,
and need your help to make this happen.
Thank you for your support so far and hope
you continue to support as we see God move.

Oleg Frunza
Operational Lead - Moldova
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FINANCIAL
HIGHLIGHTS

Direct Operations
84.4%

Trading Expenses
9%

Overheads
6.6%

COSTS WEIGHTING:
Our mandate has been to ensure that as much of our donations go directly to our operational

programmes as possible. We are pleased to say that 84.4% of all MVMNT Co's income for 2020-21

went directly to our operational programmes in the two nations.

Over £5K
in

donations

only £71
surplus



18-months to
31st Dec 2021

£

INCOME  

Donations Income 5,211

Shop Income 120

Other Income 26

TOTAL INCOME 5,357

 

EXPENSES  

Purchases 383

Licences & Subscriptions 297

Operational Programmes in Nations (note 4) 4,462

Recruitment Fees 50

Postage 29

Bank Fees 65

TOTAL PAYMENTS 5,286
 

SURPLUS BEFORE TAXATION 71
 

Corporation Tax @ 19% 13
 

SURPLUS AFTER TAXATION 57
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INCOME
STATEMENT
for the 18-month period to 31 december 2021
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STATEMENT OF
FINANCIAL POSITION
as at 31 december 2021

31st Dec 2021

£

CURRENT ASSETS  

Cash & Cash Equivalents 71

Total Current Assets 71

 

CURRENT LIABILITIES  

Taxation Liability (13)

Total Current Liabilities (13)

 

TOTAL NET ASSETS 57

 

EQUITY  

Retained Earnings 57

TOTAL EQUITY 57
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NOTES TO THE
ACCOUNTS
for the 18-month period ended 31 december 2021

The company is limited by guarantee and is

registered in England and Wales as a

Community Interest Company with registration

number: 12726853

1) Company information

The company has two active directors registered

with Companies House:

Travis Anthony John Kitchen 

(2020 - Present)

Thomas Edward William Jarvis

(Appointed July 2021)

Jeremy Duncan Doughty

(Resigned July 2021)

Kamal Raj CMK

(Resigned  Nov 2020)

2) directors

All income is recognised when the company has

entitlement to the income and is due payable.

Most of the income for the company was in

relation to donations, either through direct bank

receipt, or via the website through Stripe

Payments Services. 

3) income

Expenditure within this header on the company's

financial statements are in relation to the direct

payments made to the teams in the nations that

the programmes are operating in. The company

does not operate under a separate legal entity

within these two nations and as a result, the

funds are sent to the individual operational leads

for the nations, and this is managed locally to

ensure effective use of the resources available.

4) operational programmes

Each month, each nation's operational programme

is required to send the company monthly impact

reports for the service user support given in the

nation, how it meets the objectives set for the

programme, and evidence of how the financial

resources have been spent.

The company has no employees and therefore no

salaries were paid with the funds sent to each

nation for the operational programmes.

For the 18-month period to 31 December, the

following values were sent to each nation for

respective operational programmes:

MVMNT INDIA - £4,034

MVMNT MOLDOVA - £811

TOTAL - £4,462

4) operational programmes (cont'd)

These accounts have been prepared on a going

concern basis and the directors of the company

have deemed that the activities of the company

will continue for the foreseeable.

There continues to be a financial risk for the

company, in which it is reliant on donations for its

main source of income.

The company's current operational programme

commitments with both nations currently total

£350 per month, with a further overheads

commitment of £25 per month.

The directors understand the requirement for the

company to have regular donors to support

these programmes prior to expanding into

further additional projects and commitments.

5) GOING CONCERN
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